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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let Y be a finite family of finite sets. We call Y a Sperner family, or a 
clutter, if X Q Y for any two distinct sets X, Y of Y. The parameters of Y 
are the numbers p,, , pI ,..., where pi is the number of sets of cardinality i 
in 9’. The sequence pO, p1 ,,.., is of course finite. Also, a Sperner family 
consists of only the empty set 0 if p0 > 0, so we usually assume p0 = 0. 
We write [i,j] for the interval of integers i, i + l,...,j which is o when 
i >j. 
This paper was motivated by a conjecture [2] of D. Kleitman and 
E.C. Mimer which we prove true as 
THEOREM 1. Let Ybe aSpernerfamily of subsetsof[l, s]. Ifp,,p, ,...,ps 
are the parameters of 9, then there is a Sperner family ?Y on [I, s] with 
parameters qO, qI ,..., qs , where qi = 0 for 0 < i < &, and qg = ps-i + pi 
for 4s < i < s, and when s is even qts = pts, 
In order to prove the theorem we needed a special class of Sperner 
families. These we were able to derive from the work of J. B. Kruskal [3], 
and we describe them in Section 5. They also enabled us to obtain 
THEOREM 2. Let p0 , p1 ,..., p,, be nonnegative integers with p = 0 <ps . 
Then the least integer s such that there exists a Sperner family on [l, s] 
with parameters p,, , p1 ,,,,, pg is given by 
s = Pl + UP2 + UP3 + -*. + &(PA **-1)s (1) 
where K denotes Kruskal’s function defined in (2) and (3) below. 
We were unable to deduce Theorem 1 from Theorem 2. Applications of 
Theorem 1 are mentioned in [2]. 
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2. AN ORDERING RELATION 
For convenience we let all our sets be subsets of (1,2,. ..>. If X, Y are two 
distinct sets, we write X -=c Y if the largest integer in the symmetric 
difference (X\ Y) u (Y\X) is in Y. Let 8 2 1 and P denote the family of all 
sets of cardinality /. The ordering makes 3 into a sequence Lr, L, ,..., 
which when I = 3 starts 
L,=123 .*. 
L,=l2*4.. 
L,=l .34 *. 
L,=.234+- 
L,=12. -5 * 
L, = 1 -3 -5 - 
In general, Li+l is derivable from Li by the 
SUCCESSOR RULE. Given integers 1 < m < 8 and a set L of cardinality 8, 
let (II be the least integer such that 
g!) o! E L, 
a+l$L,and 
(iii) ] L n El, a]\ 3 1 + 8 - m. 
Then the successor M of cardinality m of L is the set 
A4 = [l, /3] u {a + 1) u {L\[l, a]}, where/? = 1 L n [l, a][ - 1 -&+ m. 
Notice that L < M, and when m = 8, condition (iii) is redundant because 
it is implied by condition (i). 
We now give three examples of using the successor rule. The way in 
which we have used it is indicated in the following diagram: 
The sets V, W have cardinality 3 and the sets X, Y, Z have cardinality 2. 
Example 1 Example 2 Example 3 
l’12.4. 1.34. .234. 
w  1 .34. .234. 12e.5 
x 1...5 1...5 ..3.5 
Y . .34. I...5 I...5 
Z 1...5 .2..5 .2.*5. 
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The examples have X = Z, X < Z, and X > Z, respectively, showing 
that the diagram is not commutative. They also show that distinct sets of 
one cardinality can have the same successor of another cardinality. 
3. KRUSKAL-KATONA THEOREM 
In this section we describe some results which were first found by 
Kruskal [3], then discovered independently by Katona [l]. 
Given positive integers !, n, we can write n uniquely in the form 
n = (T) + (pQ4r’J + *.* + (“f), (2) 
where 8 > t > 1 and ad > a(-, > es* > a, > t. If Y is a family of sets, 
then the deleting operator A deletes one element from a set of Y in all 
possible ways to yield another family of sets AY. 
THEOREM 3. If 9’ is a family of n sets of cardinality 8, then 
j AY 1 > I&(n) where 
h(n) = (,” J + (Fy2) + .a- + (t 2 J I. (3) 
In the next section we will define an example Y which Kruskal called a 
cascade. The cascade has / LIY I = K&r) and thus shows that Theorem 3 
is best possible. Repeated application of Theorem 3 gives the bound for 
] rl’Y 1 . If we consider the case Y = F u Q, where F, @ are disjoint 
families of n, , n2 sets respectively, we see that 
&h + 4 < &(nJ + &(G) 
for any nonnegative integers n, , n2 . 
(4) 
4. KRUSKAL'S CASCADE 
It is important to us that we can write out the cascade example explicitly- 
it is 
Y = Yf v 9/w1 v a** v Yt, (5) 
where for 6’ 2 i >, t we have 
%={XU Yf:IXI =i,XC[l,a,]} and Yi= u (1 +ai}. 
i<i(G 
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Notice that Y, = IZI, Y,-, = { 1 + at}, Y,-, = { 1 + uc-J u (1 + a!}, etc. 
Having expressed 9 in this way, we can immediately make a number of 
observations. 
First, if Zi E $ for 8 3 i > t, then Z, < Z,-, < .** < Zt . Thus the 
9i are pairwise disjoint with 1 $ / = (a?, and so 1 ~7 1 = n by (2) and (5). 
After ordering 9, the last set in 9’ is 
AT.2 = [I - t + a, ) at] u Yt , 
because a is the last set in 9i . If ( Z 1 = 8 and Z -=c Q, then Z E y. In 
other words, Y consists of the first n sets of cardinality 8, thus 
9’ = {L, , L, ,..., L,} in the notation of Section 2. Moreover, Y can be 
generated by the successor rule with L’ = m. 
Next we observe that 
A% = {X: /XI =e- l,XC[l,aJ}, 
@%-,)\A% = {X u Y&, : / x ) = c - 2, x c [ 1, U/J}, 
(Ac&)\A(6 u yt-,) = (X u Ye-e2 : 1 x j = G - 3, x C El, ae-&, 
and so on, the numbers of elements in these sets being (,“_“,), &I), 
(:<T), and so on. In this way we see by (3) that / Az~ 1 = K,(n). The last 
set in Ay is obtained by deleting the first element from the last set 9 in 
9, hence it is 
Y = [2 - t + at, a,] u Y,. 
If 1 Z 1 = L - 1 and Z < Y, then Z E AY. Hence A.9 consists of the first 
K{(n) sets of cardinality e - 1. 
5. SPECIAL SPERNER FAMILIES 
We are now able to describe what we mean by the special Sperner family 
%- having given parameters p,, , p1 ,..., pg withp, = 0 < pg . If &* denotes 
the collection of pi sets of cardinality i in F, then 
To simplify notation we put 
and 
4!J = Ps 
qi = Pi + &+,GTi+d for i = g - 1, g - 2 ,..., 1. 
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In particular, q1 is the number in (1). Now Fg* consists of the first qs sets 
of cardinality g. As shown in the last section, LICK* consists of the first 
K,(p,) = qg-l - ps-l sets of cardinality g - 1, and the succeeding pgml 
sets we take as the second part 9& of 9. Thus 5$*_r u LICK* consists of 
the first qsel sets of cardinality g - 1. Similarly, O(sgT1 u dFg*) consists 
of the first qgW2 - psm2 sets of cardinality g - 2, and the next psu2 sets we 
take for s,cz , and so on for 9/, ,..., F1*. It is clear that 
,y= 6 * u A(&?&* u A(-*. (9-Z-l u ASg.*) -a*)) = [l, ql]. 
Another trivial fact, which will be important in the next section, is expres- 
sed as 
LEMMA 1. The special Sperner family with parameters pO , p1 ,.,., ps-2 , 
qO-1 is PI* u P2* u a-. u F& u A&*. 
To prove Theorem 2 we now let 9’ be any Sperner family with the given 
parameters p1 ,..., ps . For 1 < i < g we let Yi* be the subfamily of pi 
sets of cardinality i in 5“. Then by Theorem 3 we have 
I A%* / 3 &(P,), 
so because $?I and AYg* are disjoint, 
I y:, u A%* I = 19:1 I + I A%* I 3 qg-1. 
Since when 8 is fixed K&z) obviously does not decrease as IZ increases, 
applying Theorem 3 again we get 
I Y”,“T2 u A(Y:Zl u AYg*)I 
= I pi?-z I + I 49:-1 u A%*)1 
2 ps-z + fG-,(I 8L u A %* I) 2 ps-z + K-,(q,-,) = qs-2 . 
Continuing in this way we find eventually that 
I I (J X = I Yl* u A(5Tz* u A(... (cY;-, u AYg*) . ..))I > ql, XE.9 
and Theorem 2 is proved. So also is 
THEOREM 4. For each Sperner family on [ 1, s], there is a special Sperner 
family on [l, s] with the same parameters. 
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6. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
Let s be a fixed positive integer. Given parameters p. , p1 ,,.., ps , let h 
be the highest integer such that ps-h + ph > 0. Ifs is even and h = as, the 
statement of Theorem 1 is trivially true with ?Y = 9. If s is odd and 
h = &(s + l), the statement is also true. For Sperner’s theorem [2] says 
G) >po +pl + **a j-p, =phPl +ph, so we can let CV consist of any 
plaP1 + ph sets of cardinality h. As an hypothesis for induction on h, we 
assume the statement is true for all families Y having 8s < h < k and 
consider the case h = k. 
Thus we suppose we have a family 9 with parametersp, , p1 ,..., ps with 
pi = 0 for i < s - k and i > k, but withp,-, + pk > 0. For the moment 
we will assume s is even and k 3 3 + 4s. Starting from Y we will define 
6 Sperner families W, ,..., B6 . The parameters of all these families are 
listed in the table, where for convenience we have put 
a=pk? b = Pk-1, c = Ps-k+l , d =Ps-k, 
Ka = K,(a), Kd = K,(d), K” = Ka + Kd, and 
Kf = K,(a + 6) < Ke. 
The inequality Kf < Ke comes from (4). 
Starting with 9 we apply d to the subfamily %* of sets of 9 of car- 
dinality k to get at least Ka new sets of cardinality k - 1. Let W be any 
Ka of these sets, and 9, = (y\yk*) u W. To get 9’z we take the comple- 
ment of every set in 9, . Then we get W, from W, in exactly the same 
way as we got 9, from 9. Since 9, hasp, = psek = 0, by our induction 
hypothesis there is a family Bd with the parameters specified in the table. 
Table of Parameter Values 
i> k 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
i=k a 0 d 0 0 0 a+d 
i=k-1 b b+K” c c + Kd b+c+K” b+c+Kf b+c 
k--1>i>& Pi Pi PS-i PS4 Pi + Ps-i Pi + Ps-i Pr + Pa-i 
i = 8s Pi Pi Pi Pa Pi Pi Pi 
is>i>s-k+l Pi Pi PJ-i P*-i 0 0 0 
i=s-k+l c c b + Ke b + K” 0 0 0 
i=s-k d d 0 0 0 0 0 
its-k 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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In turn, because Ke > Kf and we have the family 9:4 , by Theorem 4 there 
is the special family gr, , and hence by Lemma 1 the special family W, , 
each having parameters as specified. 
The above argument will apply exactly as stated even if we did not have 
s even and k 3 3 + &s, provided 1,2,3, or 4 lines as the case may be were 
deleted in the obvious way from the table. Our proof of Theorem 1 follows 
inductively. 
Note Added in Proof (March 21, 1974). The authors would like to thank G. 
Katona for telling them that a generalization of Theorem 2 has been proved by G. F. 
CLEMENTS, A minimization problem concerning subsets of a finite set, Discrete Math. 
4 (1973), 123-128. 
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